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In A Cottage In AWood

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2006

Programme 4                           By Dorrith M Sim 
10 October

In this weekʼs programme Libby and Michael will be telling the story (based on an actual event) of a journey 
made to Scotland by a grandfather with his grandson, to show him the cottage where he was born.  It once stood 
in a thriving mining village, but now the houses and buildings are all gone and a forest has been planted where 
the community once lived.

The programme encourages the listeners to look for evidence of the past in the landscape around them, and to 
think about how life was lived in the recent past.

Story

�Mind you don t̓ trip up, Andrew,�  Grandpa said, �thereʼre some bricks still lying about and large pieces 
of stone.  Now look around here carefully.  When you come to an extra ß at piece of stone that s̓ from our old 
kitchen���
�What happened to their old homes?�  Andrew asked.
Their cottages were pulled down one by one and trees planted there instead. 
Even the old school was taken away.�

Song

The Teddy Bear�s Picnic by Jimmy Kennedy

After the Programme

•  Talk about some of the everyday things grandparents might not have had in their childhood e.g.   
    microwaves, TV, central heating, washing machines.
•  Talk about some evidence of the past in your area e.g. old or ruined buildings,
•  An abandoned farm or cottage, an old �corner shopʼ.
•  Talk about, or visit a nearby area where the landscape is changing now e.g. houses being built, a new   
    road being constructed, a wood being planted � or cut down.
•  Plan a visit to a museum, particular one of the Folk Parks.
•  Have any of the class been on the ferry to Scotland?  Let them talk about their experiences.
•  How can you tell how old people are?  Ask the class to being in a photograph of themselves as a baby.  
Note how they have changed.  Try to obtain photos of grandparents as children and as they are now.  Are 
they �oldʼ?  Note how the clothes/hair styles have changed.  What do we mean by an �old  ̓person?
•  Discuss family relationships.  Do the children understand that their grandparents are their parents  ̓parents 
and that they have, or had, four of them.
•  List family members from youngest to oldest.
•  Talk about what life must have been like in Granddaʼs old village when he was a boy.
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

History   
    Pupils should have opportunities to develop:-  
    a)  an awareness of time by using simple language
          relating to the passing of time.
    b)  a sense of the past by identifying and talking about
         obvious differences between past and present.
    c)  an awareness of evidence by talking about evidence 
         and artefacts which give us information about the 
         past.

Personal History:  Explore and build up time lines of e.g. my life so far;
    memories of older people I know of their life, school 
    days, holidays; signiÞ cant events they can remember.

Topics:   Pupils should have opportunities to explore at least
    once a year, a history related aspect of a topic in 
    order to consider the differences between past and
    present and things which have changed over time e.g.
    life in the recent past.

Science

Living Things:  Pupils should be introduced to the main stages of 
    human development e.g. sequence pictures from
    birth to old age. 

Geography

Homes and Buildings: Pupils should have opportunities to: talk about 
    differences between features of town and countryside.

Transport:   Use a simple map to show holiday locations and 
    journeys pupils in the class have made.

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore thoughts, 
    feelings and opinions in response to personal 
    experiences, literature, media and curricular topics 
    or activities; describe and talk about real and imaginary
    experiences and about people, places, things and events;
    talk with people in the community e.g. visitors to the 
    classroom.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 4

HISTORY
Families
Old things
Personal memories
Evidence of the past
Time lines

GEOGRAPHY
Changing landscapes
Old settlements
Journeys to Scotland

ENGLISH
Class discussions
Names of relatives
Story comprehension

SCIENCE
Growth of plants/animals
Growth of people
Family 'likenesses'

ART
Family tree

PSHE
Relationships


